
 
 

 

 
Bridge Alliance, MobiledgeX, Singtel and Telefonica achieve world-first interconnection 
of heterogenous Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) platforms utilising hub-to-hub 
architecture  

 
Simplifies edge infrastructure access and application delivery for enterprise 

customers and developers seeking to reach users across different markets.   
 

Singapore, London, San Jose (California), Madrid, 25 February 2022—In a world first, Bridge 
Alliance, MobiledgeX, Singtel and Telefonica have successfully achieved an interconnection 
between two heterogenous multi-access edge computing (MEC) platforms as part of a GSM 
Association (GSMA) Foundry Telco Edge Cloud trial. The hub-to-hub interconnection between 
the Bridge Alliance Federated Edge Hub (FEH) and MobiledgeX Edge-Cloud platform could 
allow edge applications to be deployed across different edge platforms and regions served by 
each hub.   
 
Singtel’s MEC and Telefonica’s MEC are connected by FEH and MobiledgeX Edge-Cloud 
platform respectively. With the interconnection, Singtel’s customers will be able to deploy edge 
applications on Telefonica’s MEC and vice versa, enabling multi-market services delivery 
across an extended geographical footprint, including Asia and Europe. Customers, 
developers, and partners can discover, as well as order cross-regional edge resources and 
deploy applications through a unified interface, ensuring a uniform experience across different 
networks and markets in these regions. Previously, interconnections were performed between 
operators on a one-on-one basis, making it difficult to scale the edge coverage. 
 
Dr Ong Geok Chwee, CEO of Bridge Alliance, said, “We’re delighted to achieve this industry-
first milestone with MobiledgeX and Telefonica. The implication of such hub-to-hub 
interconnections is that our member operators’ enterprise customers will be able to offer 
exciting data-intensive and low latency services in markets beyond our Asian footprint. We 
believe that this is only the beginning of more cross-regional edge deployments in the industry, 
which will occur as more of our member operators come on board our FEH, and as more trials 
between different edge hubs/aggregators are established. We welcome more edge hub 
partners on board.”  
 
Michael Lochead, SVP of product for MobiledgeX said, “The true promise of edge computing 
hinges on seamless developer access for high-performance applications that can take 
advantage of global reach. Today’s announcement represents another major leap toward this 
goal, demonstrating that operators in disparate regions can choose the edge computing 
platform that best fits individual market needs while still easily achieving worldwide reach. We 
are proud to continue advancing edge compute possibilities with our operator partners as 
meaningful edge service rollouts are prepped for 2022 and beyond.” 
 
Dennis Wong, VP of Enterprise 5G and Cloud, Singtel said, “We’re excited to be part of this 
breakthrough that thoroughly exploits our engineering innovation. The FEH hub-to-hub 
interconnection integrates with Singtel’s Paragon platform, complementing and amplifying its 
capabilities, benefiting our ecosystem partners and customers who have global deployment 
needs. Through the hub-to-hub interconnection, developers will be able to deploy applications 
globally on the MEC while using Paragon to manage services and operations through a single 
local point of access, transforming the way enterprises of the future manage and orchestrate 
Networks, MEC, Cloud, Applications and Operations. This will super-charge the innovation 
and deployment of next-generation applications such as virtual reality and Metaverse that 
need high processing power, high bandwidth connectivity and low latency." 
 



 
 

 

Juan Carlos Garcia, Senior VP of Technology and Ecosystem, Telefónica, said “Federating 
regional edge hubs is key for the success of the Telco Edge Cloud. This is a crucial 
achievement, not only for Telefonica and Singtel but also for any operator served by Bridge 
Alliance’s Federated Edge Hub or MobiledgeX worldwide, extending its potential footprint 
significantly. With this paramount milestone, we pave the way for the future edge cloud 
continuum that we envisage as industry, and provide a seed for the industry to agree on a 
common interface and the standardization of the Federation APIs for operators and other 
service providers. 
 
The interconnection was achieved during a trial facilitated by the GSMA Foundry Telco Edge 
Cloud (TEC) project, an initiative that brings the industry together to collaborate around a 
number of pre-commercial trials of Telco Edge Cloud capabilities with app developers and 
service providers sponsored by the industry partners and supported by MNOs. Learnings from 
the trials are shared with the TEC community via the GSMA TEC Forum, a body that guides 
development in the TEC space and promotes compatibility, portability and interconnection 
among telco deployments. Interoperability and resource-sharing in edge computing are vital 
to enable effective interconnections like the one between the Bridge Alliance FEH and 
MobiledgeX Edge-Cloud. 
 
Henry Calvert, Head of Networks, GSMA, said “At the heart of unlocking the full power of 
connectivity, is federation, shown before, now we, as a collaboration, have shown Edges can 
be connected between different hubs, creating global reach. Join the hubs, lets connect those 
Edges.” 
 
The Bridge Alliance FEH is a platform that interconnects the MEC of its member operators, 
allowing easy onboarding of their respective edge platforms, thus enabling them to discover 
and order their counterparts’ edge compute resources in markets across multiple geographies 
via a one-stop-shop. Bridge Alliance had previously completed a Proof of Concept for the edge 
cloud federation involving Singtel and SK Telecom MEC platforms in Singapore and South 
Korea respectively. Meanwhile, MobiledgeX’s federation capabilities enable mobile operators 
using its Edge-Cloud platform to interact with other operator platform instances, providing 
developers with larger edge reach and operator capabilities. 
 

 
Figure 1. Hub-to-hub interconnection for telco edge cloud  



 
 

 

 
 
 
About Bridge Alliance  
 
Bridge Alliance is the leading mobile alliance for premier operators and their customers in the 
Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa. Our alliance covers 34 members who serve close to 900 
million customers collectively across these regions. Our goal is to build group capabilities and 
create value for our members by enabling compelling roaming services and experience, 
offering multi-market enterprise and IoT solutions, and delivering savings and benefits through 
leveraging group economies. 
 
Bridge Alliance’s members and partners include: Airtel (India, Sri Lanka and the Airtel 
subsidiaries in Africa: Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Gabon, Kenya, Malawi, 
Madagascar, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Seychelles, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia), AIS 
(Thailand), China Telecom (China), China Unicom (China), CSL Mobile (Hong Kong), CTM 
(Macau), Globe Telecom (Philippines), Maxis (Malaysia), Metfone (Cambodia), MobiFone 
(Vietnam), Optus (Australia), Singtel (Singapore), SK Telecom (South Korea), stc (Saudi 
Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait), SoftBank Corp. (Japan), Taiwan Mobile (Taiwan), and Telkomsel 
(Indonesia). 
 
About GSMA 
 
The GSMA is a global organization unifying the mobile ecosystem to discover, develop and 
deliver innovation foundational to positive business environments and societal change. Our 
vision is to unlock the full power of connectivity so that people, industry, and society thrive. 
Representing mobile operators and organizations across the mobile ecosystem and adjacent 
industries, the GSMA delivers for its members across three broad pillars: Connectivity for 
Good, Industry Services and Solutions, and Outreach. This activity includes advancing policy, 
tackling today’s biggest societal challenges, underpinning the technology and interoperability 
that make mobile work, and providing the world’s largest platform to convene the mobile 
ecosystem at the MWC and M360 series of events. 
 
We invite you to find out more at gsma.com. 

About MobiledgeX 

MobiledgeX is working with global mobile operators to deliver full control over multi-cloud edge 
deployments. The company’s MobiledgeX Edge-Cloud platform provides a common interface 
for managing application workloads anywhere, abstracted from underlying infrastructure, to 
maintain control over data, privacy and security. It also provides device native SDK and 
matching engines for operator and third-party application developers to maximize 
performance and efficiency for cloud-native applications at the edge. MobiledgeX Edge-Cloud 
is proven via trials, PoC and deployments that span more than 20 global operators and a 
range of next-gen app developers. MobiledgeX is an edge computing company founded by 
Deutsche Telekom AG and headquartered in San Jose, California. 

For more information, please see https://mobiledgex.com or 
contact press@mobiledgex.com.  

About Singtel  

Singtel is Asia's leading communications technology group, providing a portfolio of services 
from next generation communication, 5G and technology services to infotainment to both 

https://www.gsma.com/
https://mobiledgex.com/
mailto:press@mobiledgex.com


 
 

 

consumers and businesses. The Group has presence in Asia, Australia and Africa and 
reaches over 750 million mobile customers in 21 countries. Its infrastructure and technology 
services for businesses span 21 countries, with more than 428 direct points of presence in 
362 cities.  

For consumers, Singtel delivers a complete and integrated suite of services, including mobile, 
broadband and TV. For businesses, Singtel offers a complementary array of workforce 
mobility solutions, data hosting, cloud, network infrastructure, analytics and cyber security 
capabilities. 

Singtel is dedicated to continuous innovation, harnessing next-generation technologies to 
create new and exciting customer experiences as we shape a more sustainable, digital future. 

For more information, visit www.singtel.com.  

For more information on Singtel’s Paragon platform, visit www.singtel.com/about-us/media-
centre/news-releases/singtel-unveils-paragon-industry-first-all-in-one-platform-for-5g-
network-edge-computing-and-services-orchestration 

Follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/SingtelNews 

About Telefonica 

Telefonica is one of the world’s leading telecommunications service providers. The 
company offers fixed and mobile connectivity, as well as a wide range of digital services 
for individuals and businesses. It is present in Europe and Latin America, where it has 
more than 369 million customers. Telefónica is a fully private company whose shares are 
listed on the Spanish stock exchanges and on the New York and Lima stock 
exchanges. www.telefonica.com 
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Telefonica 
Dirección de Comunicación Corporativa 
Email: prensatelefonica@telefonica.com   
telefonica.com/en/communication-room/ 
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